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**Indies Introduce**

Look for additional Indies Introduce titles each month, and discover fresh new talent!
"The Largesse of the Sea Maiden: Stories"—Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, with a guest list featuring Octavia Butler, Fauset, and several preeminent cultural and sociological scholars.

The Dry—Kim Edwards

"The Dry" follows Ada, a child born with “a foot on the other foot.” Edwards tells the story of Ada’s life, showing how she learns to live in the world despite her deformity. The novel is a stunningly moving and lively investigation of the intersections that we encounter—gender, culture, tradition, history, personal mythology—and how one might go about locating herself in the pull of so many competing influences.”

Heart Berries: A Memoir—Teresa Marie Maclacht

"In a time of miracles that help a reader understand vulnerability and value,” writes Maclacht, “there are stories of facing down new fear. Teresa Marie Maclacht’s moving, heartfelt memoir is one of the bravest and most beautiful examples of such stories. Her coming-of-age on one First Nation reservation, Seabird Island Reserve, is one of the most rewarding and windy places, but also carries larger, universal lessons for the human spirit and its survival. A necessary book.”

Freshwater: A Novel—Ayisooko Ewazi

"A full and arresting examination of the search for a sense of belonging to one’s self, Freshwater reads like the result of a successful dinner party hosted by Chimamanda Adichie, with a guest list featuring Octavia Butler, Neil Gaiman, Salman Rushdie, Helen Oyeyemi, and several present cultural and sociological scholars. Freshwater follows Ada, a child born with a foot on the other side. Through her early life in Nigeria and her migration to America, where she is treacherous many forces from the lands she left behind. It gives us a vivid and terrifying exploration of the complexities of interactions that we encounter—gender, culture, tradition, history, personal mythology—and how one might go about locating herself in the pull of so many competing influences.”

The Unmade World: A Mystery—By Morgan Jerkins

"The minute I opened The Unmade World, I knocked off my last. The grace with which Steve Yarbrough tells the story of Richard, a journalist from California who loses everything one night, and Bogdan, the down-on-his-luck Polish man who’s the inadvertent cause, is sheer magic. You are in the hands of a master storyteller at the peak of his game, and you will eagerly follow him from a dark winter night in Poland to a football stadium in France, through the hearts and minds of a fascinating cast of characters. A stunning, character-driven novel that will appeal to fans of Philip Kerr and Anne Tyler, and, with questions, Steve Yarbrough.”

―Mary Cotton, Newtown Books, New Town, MA

The Murders of A: A Novel—By Jessica Fellowes

"I am not the main mystery reader in my household, but I love the first novel from Jessica Fellowes. With perfect timing for the heatwave Great Britain, Jessica Fellowes delicately describes her well-dressed, long-suffering heroine's life in a fictional Devonshire Abbey-like setting. It absolutely kept me guessing and satisfied all my English cravings. Well, at least until the royal wedding in May!"

―Sue Ruggs, Chatbook/Bekeski, Hudson, WI

The Line Becomes A River: Dispatches From The Border—By Francisco Cantú

"Cantú personalizes the U.S.-Mexican border and all of its history in a way I’ve never seen. His writing is beautiful, with haunting and detailed descriptions of the desert, the immigrants, the challenges, and his own learnings about violence and identity confusion. The cinematization of sensing for a better life and the dehumanization is a look at from several angles, and his journalistic approach does not make judgments, but clearly tells the facts. A great new writer to follow."

―Pamela Klinger-Horn, Excelsior Bay Books, Excelsior, MN

Everything Here Is Beautiful—By Ottessa Moshfegh

"Heart Berries is a memoir about two sisters and the strength of their bond. At the end of the day, I was left with a sense that I had visited the heart and soul of a woman who struggles with mental illness. Told from alternating points of view, Moshfegh’s book is a powerful and moving testament to the importance of such stories.”

―David N. Shankbone, Sonoma’s Bookstore, Sonoma, CA

The Unmade World: A Mystery—By Morgan Jerkins

"Jerkins uses herself not simply as a reference point, but as a witness to the specific. In this personal history, Jerkins is a remarkable depository of knowledge and a beautiful writer.”

―Janine de Boisblanc, Orinda Books, Orinda, CA

How to Stop Time—By Tom Bachmann

"A full and arresting examination of the search for a sense of belonging to one’s self, Freshwater reads like the result of a successful dinner party hosted by Chimamanda Adichie, with a guest list featuring Octavia Butler, Neil Gaiman, Salman Rushdie, Helen Oyeyemi, and several present cultural and sociological scholars. Freshwater follows Ada, a child born with a foot on the other side. Through her early life in Nigeria and her migration to America, where she is treacherous many forces from the lands she left behind. It gives us a vivid and terrifying exploration of the complexities of interactions that we encounter—gender, culture, tradition, history, personal mythology—and how one might go about locating herself in the pull of so many competing influences.”

―Nancy McFarlane, Fiction Addiction, Greenville, SC

The Unmade World: A Mystery—By Morgan Jerkins

"The minute I opened The Unmade World, I knocked off my last. The grace with which Steve Yarbrough tells the story of Richard, a journalist from California who loses everything one night, and Bogdan, the down-on-his-luck Polish man who’s the inadvertent cause, is sheer magic. You are in the hands of a master storyteller at the peak of his game, and you will eagerly follow him from a dark winter night in Poland to a football stadium in France, through the hearts and minds of a fascinating cast of characters. A stunning, character-driven novel that will appeal to fans of Philip Kerr and Anne Tyler, and, with questions, Steve Yarbrough.”

―Mary Cotton, Newtown Books, New Town, MA

The Murders of A: A Novel—By Jessica Fellowes

"I am not the main mystery reader in my household, but I love the first novel from Jessica Fellowes. With perfect timing for the heatwave Great Britain, Jessica Fellowes delicately describes her well-dressed, long-suffering heroine's life in a fictional Devonshire Abbey-like setting. It absolutely kept me guessing and satisfied all my English cravings. Well, at least until the royal wedding in May!"

―Sue Ruggs, Chatbook/Bekeski, Hudson, WI

The Largesse of the Sea Maiden: Stories—By Denis Johnson

"An unforgettable debut novel about two brothers on the Austrian frontier who are drawn to the indigenous women that live near their home. Their relationship teaches them the morals and duties to the ultimate degree. The age-old conflict between settlers and indigenous people is played out in the southern continent, and in it was the American West and Russian East. As the brothers become deeply enmeshed, they enter a saga and a upbringing bitterness, and it becomes the ultimate test of their growth and humanity. This is a work that is as unmissable as you world as one night, long lingering with the reader.”

―Bill Cusumano, Square Books, Oxford, MS

The Dry—Kim Edwards

"In a time of miracles that help a reader understand vulnerability and value,” writes Maclacht, “there are stories of facing down new fear. Teresa Marie Maclacht’s moving, heartfelt memoir is one of the bravest and most beautiful examples of such stories. Her coming-of-age on one First Nation reservation, Seabird Island Reserve, is one of the most rewarding and windy places, but also carries larger, universal lessons for the human spirit and its survival. A necessary book.”

―RickSimonson, The Ellert Book Company, Seattle, WA

Freshwater: A Novel—Ayisooko Ewazi

"It has more than one reader revealed that very moving, close reading of souls. Freshwater follows Ada, a child born with a foot on the other side. Through her early life in Nigeria and her migration to America, where she is treacherous many forces from the lands she left behind. It gives us a vivid and terrifying exploration of the complexities of interactions that we encounter—gender, culture, tradition, history, personal mythology—and how one might go about locating herself in the pull of so many competing influences.”

―RickSimonson, The Ellert Book Company, Seattle, WA

The Unmade World: A Mystery—By Morgan Jerkins

"The minute I opened The Unmade World, I knocked off my last. The grace with which Steve Yarbrough tells the story of Richard, a journalist from California who loses everything one night, and Bogdan, the down-on-his-luck Polish man who’s the inadvertent cause, is sheer magic. You are in the hands of a master storyteller at the peak of his game, and you will eagerly follow him from a dark winter night in Poland to a football stadium in France, through the hearts and minds of a fascinating cast of characters. A stunning, character-driven novel that will appeal to fans of Philip Kerr and Anne Tyler, and, with questions, Steve Yarbrough.”

―Mary Cotton, Newtown Books, New Town, MA

The Murders of A: A Novel—By Jessica Fellowes

"I am not the main mystery reader in my household, but I love the first novel from Jessica Fellowes. With perfect timing for the heatwave Great Britain, Jessica Fellowes delicately describes her well-dressed, long-suffering heroine's life in a fictional Devonshire Abbey-like setting. It absolutely kept me guessing and satisfied all my English cravings. Well, at least until the royal wedding in May!"

―Sue Ruggs, Chatbook/Bekeski, Hudson, WI

The Largesse of the Sea Maiden: Stories—By Denis Johnson

"An unforgettable debut novel about two brothers on the Austrian frontier who are drawn to the indigenous women that live near their home. Their relationship teaches them the morals and duties to the ultimate degree. The age-old conflict between settlers and indigenous people is played out in the southern continent, and in it was the American West and Russian East. As the brothers become deeply enmeshed, they enter a saga and a upbringing bitterness, and it becomes the ultimate test of their growth and humanity. This is a work that is as unmissable as you world as one night, long lingering with the reader.”

―Bill Cusumano, Square Books, Oxford, MS

The Dry—Kim Edwards

"In a time of miracles that help a reader understand vulnerability and value,” writes Maclacht, “there are stories of facing down new fear. Teresa Marie Maclacht’s moving, heartfelt memoir is one of the bravest and most beautiful examples of such stories. Her coming-of-age on one First Nation reservation, Seabird Island Reserve, is one of the most rewarding and windy places, but also carries larger, universal lessons for the human spirit and its survival. A necessary book.”

―RickSimonson, The Ellert Book Company, Seattle, WA

Freshwater: A Novel—Ayisooko Ewazi

"It has more than one reader revealed that very moving, close reading of souls. Freshwater follows Ada, a child born with a foot on the other side. Through her early life in Nigeria and her migration to America, where she is treacherous many forces from the lands she left behind. It gives us a vivid and terrifying exploration of the complexities of interactions that we encounter—gender, culture, tradition, history, personal mythology—and how one might go about locating herself in the pull of so many competing influences.”

―RickSimonson, The Ellert Book Company, Seattle, WA

Mothers of Sparta: A Memoir in Pieces—By Dawn Quiocho

"It has more than one reader revealed that very moving, close reading of souls. Freshwater follows Ada, a child born with a foot on the other side. Through her early life in Nigeria and her migration to America, where she is treacherous many forces from the lands she left behind. It gives us a vivid and terrifying exploration of the complexities of interactions that we encounter—gender, culture, tradition, history, personal mythology—and how one might go about locating herself in the pull of so many competing influences.”

―RickSimonson, The Ellert Book Company, Seattle, WA

White Houses: A Novel—By Amy Bloom

"In Every Moment We Are Still Alive: A Novel—By Tom Malaspina

"Malmquist’s debut autobiographical novel opens at top speed as we meet the hospital and learn that he pregnant girlfriend’s life is in danger. With a velocity unlike any hospital drama, Malmquist captures the child of the medical staff and his forceful negotiation of a trial, a central moment must come to cross this. Malmquist’s writing style is unlike any I’ve recently experienced. He confronts the ordinariness of daily life and the time-consuming question of whether to experience such a skillful, unsparing examination by a writer tackling life-and-death circumstances and what it means to live in a class world as we have this.”